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A new boundary condition is employed in the kinematical model analysis of Bragg-peak
profiles of layered single crystals, which is the dynamical reflection amplitude of the substrate
insteadof the previously useddynamical intensity. It is shown that this boundary condition
properly accounts for the angular shift effect in the Bragg-peakprofile of very thin epitaxial
layers and superlattices.A kinematical model simulates properly the interferenceprofiles in
the C-layer Bragg peak of C/A /C/sub-type samples,but not in the B-layer Bragg peak of the
B/A /B-type samples.The simulated and experimental rocking curves for the thin single-layer
AlGaAs/GaAs and GaInAs/InP samplesand for an AlGaAs/GaAs superlattice sampleare
discussed.Rocking curves are simulated by using the dynamical diffraction theory and the
kinematical model with the old or new boundary condition. A matrix method for the
dynamical theory superlattice simulation is also presented.The superlattice simulation using
this matrix method is found to be substantially faster than the conventional recursiveformula
approach.

This kinematical model was successfullyused in analyzing
the rocking curves from keV ion-implanted semiconducDouble crystal x-ray diffractometry along with Ruthertorsi3 and ferrimagnetic garnet materials,25and superlatford backscatteringspectrometry (RBS) is a suitable nontices.“” Often, the kinematical model provides a more clear
destructivetechnique for characterizing the strain and comphysical insight and a faster rocking curve simulation.
However, it was recently observedfor thin heteroepitaxposition depth profiles in single-crystal samples having
depth nonuniformities. The x-ray rocking curve technique ial samples3and thin SLs” that the previously usedkinemahas beenusedwidely for analyzing semiconductor heteroe- tical model resultedin a discrepancyfrom the corresponding
dynamical theory calculation. The discrepancyoccurs in the
pitaxial structures,‘-5 superlattices (SL) ,6-9 thermally diffusedsamples,lo,’’ keV or MeV ion-implanted samples,‘2-‘4 Bragg-peak position of a thin epilayer and in the zerothand implanted magnetic garnet materials.‘5*16Recently, this
order SL peak position. This is an important observation
technique has been used successfully in characterizing becausethe lattice strain and chemical composition profiles
are determinedfrom the angular distanceof the layer Braggburied ultrathin strained layers such as the GaInP layer in
peak profile from the substrateBragg-peakposition. We reInP/GaInP/InP samples” and the Ge layer in Si/Ge/Si
ported that the angular shift is causedmainly by the interfersamplesI8 by making use of the x-ray interferencestructure
in the rocking curves. The RBS channeling technique was enceeffect betweenthe reflection amplitude by the layer (or
superlattice) and the amplitude by the substrate.27
also used for characterizing very thin semiconductor layThe kinematical calculations in the previously pubers.” The RBS technique using the MeV He ions, however,
lished papers were based on a modelz5 that combines the
can introduce a beam-inducedlattice strain during the alignlayer diffraction amplitudes, which are in a kinematical apment and measurementprocess,” and therefore care must
be taken to avoid such effects in the final result. The nano- proximation, with the dynamical diffraction intensity of the
substrate, using appropriate absorption and phase factors
meter epilayer thickness can also be measuredby grazingfor each layer. This type of kinematical model cannot propincidencex-ray diffraction.2’*22
In the past 15 years or so, many papershave appeared erly account for the interferenceeffect betweenthe layer and
substrate.The kinematical approximation is valid only if the
concerning the theoretical analysis of the rocking curve
data. The analysis objective was to derive the strain, compo- total thickness of the layers is substantially lessthan the prisition, and/or damagedepth profiles from the experimental mary extinction length of x rays in the material, whereasthe
data. In general, the process involves using an assumed interferenceeffect producesa peakshift for such small thicknesses.3*26*27
Therefore, if a kinematical model is to be used
strain depth profile in the x-ray-diffraction model and calculating a theoretical curve. The best fit to the experimental for the rocking curve simulation, a proper layer-substrate
phaserelationship should be taken into account.
rocking curve is taken as the actual profile. The methods of
The objective of this paper is to introduce a kinematical
calculating theoretical rocking curves included the dynamidiffraction model with a correct layer-substratephase relacal theory, solving the Takagi-Taupin equationz3 by numerical integration4p12
or by using the recursiveformula emtionship. A natural approachis to usethe substrate (dynamical) amplitude instead of the dynamical intensity as the
ploying an analytic solution,7*‘4*24and a simplified
computation schemepartly using the kinematical mode1.25 boundary condition and to find an appropriate kinematical
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expression for the layer. Rocking curves calculated using
this kinematical model with the amplitude boundary condition (ABC) are compared with those calculated using the
kinematical model with the intensity boundary condition
(IBC) as well as those obtained by using the dynamical theory. The rocking curve profiles are discussed,using the calculated curves and some experimental data for thin single-layer samples, AlGaAs/GaAs and GaInAs/InP, and for a thin
SL sample of AlGaAs/GaAs. We also discuss the sample
structures that manifest interference profiles in the Bragg
peak. We show that our ABC kinematical model shows the
same Bragg peak profile and the zeroth-order SL peak profile as the dynamical theory does, properly showing the peak
shift effect. Also, the ABC kinematical model is shown to
agree with the dynamical theory in the relative profile of the
x-ray interference structure that appears in the C-layer
Bragg peak of the C/A /C/B(substrate)-type structures.
However, our ABC kinematical model is shown to deviate
substantially from the corresponding dynamical calculation
of the interference profile in the B-layer Bragg peak of the
B /A /B( substrate) -type structures.

II. CALCULATION
A. Rocking

OF ROCKING CURVES

curve calculation

using dynamical

theory

In this section, we briefly review the dynamical diffraction theory that is used here for rocking curve calculation.
Diffraction of an incident plane-wave x-ray beam by a
layered single crystal can be described by an analytic solution or a numerical integration of the Takagi-Taupin equation.23 An analytic solution to the Takagi-Taupin equation
is given in the Appendix for the normal polarization in the
Bragg case.The method of rocking curve simulation consists
of introducing a model strain in the Takagi-Taupin equation, governing x-ray propagation in distorted crystals, in
order to obtain a simulated reflection profile. The choice of
computation scheme largely depends upon the strain description. For ideally sharp junctions where the strain is a
steplike function, it is more appropriate to use the analytic
solutions (given in the Appendix) than the numerical integration procedure. This type of strain profile is relevant for
sharp-junction heteroepitaxial layers and superlattices.
The boundary condition taken by most authors is that
the reflection amplitude is zero at the under surface of the
substrate. With this boundary condition, the Takagi-Taupin
equation is numerically integrated over the substrate to yield
the amplitude at the top surface of the substrate. However,
an analytical expression of the dynamical amplitude at the
substrate top surface was obtained:14
X0 = - B/(C---S),

(1)

where IX, I2 is the reflectivity of a bulk substrate and B, C,
and S are structural parameters defined in the Appendix.
This expression gives the same reflection profile as the numerical integration procedure does.
For an isolated single-crystal plate, the diffraction amplitude may be obtained from Eq. (A2) by letting
X( zi _ ’) = 0 and zj - zj _ , = - f where t is the thickness,
6407
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- iB tan(SAt)
In\
CL)
S + iC tanGA;) .
We use this equation to derive kinematical approximation.
The formulas ( 1) and (2) and those given in the Appendix are for the normal polarization only. The formulas ( 1)
and (A2) can constitute the dynamical theory in the Bragg
case for a layered single crystal (or in the layer approximation). In the double crystal geometry, the beam incident to
the second (sample) crystal is usually dominated by the normal polarization and therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we
considered only the normal polarization in the formulas. In
order to fit the experimental rocking curves, the plane-wave
rocking curve, IX 1’vs 19,was convolved with an appropriate
Gaussian convolution function to fit the experimental
broadening.
For samples in which the strain profile varies gradually
as in a graded buffer layer, in samples with interface transition regions, in ion-implanted samples,and in thermally diffused samples, a direct numerical integration of the TakagiTaupin equation could be more appropriate. This approach
was taken by Larson and Barhorst12 for implanted and annealed Si single crystals, and by Fukuhara and Takano” for
thermally diffused Si crystals. However, the procedure followed by most authors, even for samples with gradually
varying strains, consisted of dividing a region with the varying strain into slabsof constant strain (layer approximation)
and applying the analytic solution recursively to each slab.
This approach was taken, for example, for the impIantation
strain,14 and semiconductor heterojunctions with a graded
buffer layer.24
_I

X=

6. Kinematical

diff ractlon model

We present in this section a semikinematical model of xray diffraction by treating the epitaxial layers in a kinematical approximation and the substrate by the dynamical theory [i.e., Eq. ( 1) 1. If a layer is thin enough so that At4 1, the
diffraction amplitude Eq. (2) may be approximated as
Xzi exp( - iYAt)sin( YAt)/Y.
(3)
This equation is the kinematical amplitude of a thin crystal
plate, and has the same form as the optical Fraunhoffer diffraction by a single slit of width t. The amplitude given by N
layers is the sum of the amplitudes given by each layer, each
being multiplied by adequate phase and absorption factors,
aj exp[ - i(Ajqrj

X,,, = i i
i=

+ Qj)]sin(AjY,tj)/q,

I

(4)
where aj = exp[ - (~0 + 13/~1)/2l~o~~I~~~j+~ piti] is
the absorption factor, pi = /2r, cf&’+ f; )/ V is the absorption coefficient for the ith layer, and Qj = 2 Zy= j + ’ Ai Yi ti
is the phase delay due to the layers above thejth layer. Eq.
(4) is the same as the kinematical formula in Ref. 25 except
that the phase delay Qj is modified so that the formula (4)
can be directly combined with the dynamical substrate amplitude [ Eq. ( 1) 1. Including the substrate, a complete kinematical formula for a heteroepitaxial sample is
X,=X,
+a, exp( -iQ,)X,,
(5)
C. R. Wie and H. M. Kim
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where X0 is the dynamical amplitude of the substrate given
by Eq. ( 1). We name Eq. (5) the amplitude boundary condition (ABC) formula.32
In Sec.III, we show that Eq. (5) agreeswith the dynamical theory in fitting the experimental data for very thin heteroepitaxial samplesand in fitting the zeroth-order peak of
a SL sample for which the peak shift effect is apparent. We
also discussan application of the ABC formula to the analysis of the interference profile in the Bragg peak for some
particular sample structures.
C. Matrix approach
calculation

to the dynamical

theory SL

We present here a matrix method of rocking curve calculation for SLs in the dynamical theory. SL calculation using this method is substantially faster than the recursive formula approach especially for a large period superlattice and
for investigating the interfacial strain effects. Our approach
differs from Abeles’s matrix method33v34
which employs the
Maxwell’s equations formulated in a 2X 2 matrix form
whereas our approach starts with the analytical solution of
the Takagi-Taupin equation.
The dynamical recursive formula in the Bragg casemay
be written as
x(zj) = [P,x(zj- I) + Qj]/[ vjxtzj-.
* 1 + ct;],
(6)
where the layer parameters P, Q, V, and W are complex
numbers and can be expressedby comparing Eqs. (6) and
(A2) in terms of A, B, C, and S which are given in the Appendix, and X(zj ) is the reflection amplitude at thefih layer
top surface.For a SL structure on a substrate or on any other
structure, the dynamical amplitude on the SL top surface is

PC/XT compatible personal computer with a math coprocessor and Quick Basic, it took a constant time of 5 min,
which becomeslessthan the time taken by the recursive formula approach at or above 8 periods for a four-layer period
SL. For a two-layer period SL, the matrix approach took 1
min and 20 s, which is faster at or above 20 periods than the
recursive formula approach.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Single epilayer samples

Figure 1 shows the detailed analysis of the peak shift
effect in the experimental rocking curves of a very thin layer
sample. In Figs. 1(a) and 1(e), experimental data are shown
that were taken from a successivelyetched 0.88+m-thick
Al,,,, GG,,, As/GaAs sample and a 0.65~pm-thick
Ino. G%.465As/InP sample. The 004 rocking curves were
taken in a double crystal geometry with FeKa, radiation
that was reflected off the (004) planes of a GaAs( 001) first
crystal. The normal absorption coefficient of Fe&z, is about
0.07pm - ’in GaAs. The simulated rocking curves using the
ABC kinematical formula, Eq. (5)) are also shown in Figs.
1(b) and 1(f); the dynamical formula, Eq. (A2), in Figs.
1(c) and 1(g); and the IBC kinematical formula in Figs.
1(d) and 1(h). It can be seenthat both the dynamical formula and the ABC kinematical formula can fit the experimental data equally well, properly showing the peak shift
effect as the layers become thinner. However, the IBC kine--1
hP ,
ub
!

(7)
XS‘ = VSLXunder+ QSL)I( ~SLXunder+ WSI.1,
where Lder is the dynamical amplitude at the SL under
surface, for example, at the substrate top surface if no buffer
layer is present. It can be shown for an N-period superlattice
that
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(9)

for an arbitrary m-layer period. These 2 X 2 complex matrices can be handled as 4X4 real matrices. From Eq. (8), it
can be seenthat the time consumed in the numerical calculation is practically constant, independent of the number of SL
periods N. This is becausethe operation of the Nth power
may be performed after diagonalization of the period matrix.
Using Eqs. (7)-(9), the dynamical theory SL rocking
curves were calculated and are presentedin the next section.
For a large period superlattice or for considering interfacial
layers (thereby increasing the number of layers in a period),
this matrix approach can considerably reduce the computation time. For example in our calculation, using an IBM
6408
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FIG. 1. (a)-(d) Experimental and simulated 004 rocking curves to illustrate the peak shift effect in the Al,, 37G%,63A~ layer peak on a GaAs(OD1)
substrate; and (e)-(h) in the Gq,,,,In,,,,As
layer peak on an InP(CO1)
substrate. Simulations by the dynamical theory or the ABC kinematical
model show the peak shift effect, but the IBC kinematical model does not
show the peak shift.
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matical formula does not show the peak shift effect even at
the smallest thickness calculated here. Figure 1 therefore
shows that the ABC kinematical formula, but not the IBC
formula, can be used for analysis of the detailed diffraction
profiles of very thin layers.
In Fig. 2, we show the deviation in the epilayer peak
intensity calculated by the ABC formula from that calculated by the dynamical formula. The rocking curves are 004
reflections of FeKa, radiation from a 0.7-, 0.9-, or 1.5+mthick Alo,2sGa,,, As/GaAs sample. For a layer thicker than
0.7 pm, the ABC formula gives an increasingly higher peak
intensity than the dynamical formula does. This is expected
from the facts that the kinematical approximation becomes
less valid for thicker layers and that the kinematical formula
tends to give a higher intensity than the dynamical counterpart does (see, for example, Fig. 2). Therefore, Figs. 1 and 2
show that the ABC kinematical model can be used for the
detailed profile analysis if the epilayer is thin enough for a
kinematical approximation to be valid.
6. X-ray interference
type structures

in B/A/B-type

“w

Dynam'ical
GaAs/GaInAs/GaAs
004 FeKal

IO011

GaInAs
thickness

i

t
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GaAs/GaInAs/GaAs
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ANGLE (DEGREE)

60
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FIG. 2. The layer peak intensity of a single AI,, 25Gq.,5 As epilayer on a
GaAs(OO1) substrate becomes increasingly different in the ABC kinematical (dashed) and in the dynamical (solid) simulations with increasing layer
thickness.
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and in CIAIClsub-

We now discuss the applicability of the ABC formula to
the analysis of interference profiles. Figure 3 shows the simulated 004 rocking curves around the GaAs substrate Bragg
peak of a 0.5~pm GaAs/t-A Gq,,, In,,, As/GaAs(OOl )
buried pseudomorphic sample (B /A /B type). The GaAs
cladding layer is 0.5pm thick and the strained GaInAs is 24,
22, 20, or 18 A thick. In this type of buried strained layer
structure, the x-ray rocking curve shows an interference
structure within the substrate Bragg peak profile. This occurs due to the phase difference between the wave reflected
by the cladding GaAs layer and that by the substrate
GaAs.29S30
The phasedifference is proportional to the thickness times mismatch product of the buried pseudomorphic
GaInAs layer. ” This interference structure was shown to be
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FIG. 3. The simulated GaAs 004 Bragg-peak profiles are shown for a
differing Ga,, 751n,,,,As layer thickness in a B/A /B-type 0.4~pm
GaAs/GaInAs/GaAs(OOl)
sample. The interference profile is significantly different between the dynamical and ABC kinematical simulations.

an effective tool in the heterostructure analysis with a submonolayer resolution, shown experimentally by Wie et ~1.“)
and independently by Tapfer et al’* It was theoretically predicted and explained by Wie,29 Tapfer and Ploog,35 and
Holloway. 3o It can be seenin Fig. 3 that both the dynamical
theory and the ABC kinematical formula exhibit an interference structure but they differ substantially from each other.
A similar discrepancy was observed even when the cladding
GaAs thickness was as small as 0.1 pm. This is becauseof the
fact that the layer can be described by a kinematical approximation whereas the substrate requires an exact dynamical
expression. Therefore, only the full dynamical theory can be
usedin analyzing the interference profiles ofthe B /A /B-type
samples.
However, we show in Fig. 4 that the ABC formula can
be used for the analysis of the interference profile in the Clayer Bragg peak of the C/A /C/sub-type samplesfor which
the composition of the C layers is different from that of
the substrate. Figure 4 shows the simulated rocking curves
of a 0.4~pm Al,,, Ga,, As/t-A Ga,,,, In,,,, As/O.S-pm
Al,,Ga,,As/GaAs(
100) sample. It can be seen that the
relative profile of the AlGaAs peak is very similar in the
dynamical curve [Fig. 4(a) ] and in the ABC kinematical
curve [Fig. 4(b) 1. The intensities of the AlGaAs layer peak
profiles differ slightly from each other in the above two simulations. However, the absolute intensity of the simulated
rocking curve peaks should be taken only in a relative and
approximate sensebecausethe simulated intensity does not
accurately involve such factors as the actual amounts of normal and parallel polarizations in the incident beam, DebyeWaller factor of the sample, mozaic nature of the sample,
C. R. Wie and H. M. Kim
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FIG. 4. The simulated AlGaAs 004 Bragg peak profiles are compared
between the dynamical and ABC kinematical simulations. The sample
is a C/A/C/sub-type
0.4~,um Al, ,Ga,,As/G14,,,In,,,As/O.S-~m
A&,Ga+,As/GaAs(OOl).
It can beseen that the interference profiles from
the two simulations are relatively the same.

crystal defects, etc., which will affect the peak intensity.
Therefore,we conclude that the ABC formula is valid for the
x-ray interferenceanalysis of the A layer in the C/A /C/subtypesamples,but not in theB /A /B-typesamples. Also, since
the layer expressionsand their relative phasesare essentially
the samebetween the IBC and ABC kinematical formulas
(the differenceexists in the expressionfor the substrate), the
IBC formula is equally valid for the analysisof C/A /C/subtype structures.
C. The teroth-order

SL peak

We now turn to the SL analysis. We will show that the
ABC kinematical model properly simulates the peak shift
effect in the zeroth-order SL peak, consistent with the dynamical calculation and the experimental data. Figures
5 (b);5( d) show the simylated 004 diffraction peaks of a
146-A Al,,,G%,,As/146-A GaAs SL sample with 50, 28,
12,or 7 SL periods. Calculations using the ABC kinematical
model or the dynamical theory show the peak shift effect in
the zeroth-order SL peak and agree with the experimental
data that are presentedin Fig. 5(a). For a SL sample with a
smaller Al content (or equivalently a smaller mismatch),
the peak shift effect will be more apparent. We note that the
angular positions of the higher-order SL peaks (only the
zeroth- and the first-order peaks are shown here) are not
changedwith the changing thickness. The IBC kinematical
calculation, however, is unableto exhibit the peak shift effect
as Fig. 5(d) shows, in agreement with Tapfer’s observation.26Becausethe kinematical approximation is valid only
for a total thickness that is below the x-ray primary extinc6410
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FIG. 5. Experimental and simulated 004 rocking curves are shown for a
146-A AI,,Ga,,,As/146-A
GaAs superlattice on a GaAs(OO1) substrate
with a differing number of SL periods in the sample. The zeroth-order SL
peak shifts toward the substrate GaAs peak for a smaller SL thickness. This
effect will be more obvious for a SL with a lower Al content (or equivalently
a lower mismatch). The IBC kinematical model does not show the peak
shift effect. The dashed line in the zeroth-order SL peak indicates the peak
position.

tion length and becausethe peak shift effect can occur in this
thickness range,the IBC kinematical model will not properly simulate the experimental diffraction profile of the zerothorder SL peak and should not be used for such analyses.In
Fig. 5 (a), the experimental rocking curves were obtained
after a successivechemical etching. The four rocking curves
agreewith a SL period of 50, 28, 12, and 7, respectively.
Finally, we briefly discussthe significance of the zerothorder SL peak profile in the superlattice analysis. The angular shift of the zeroth-order SL peak is important becauseits
angular separation A@, from the substrate peak determines
the average lattice mismatch and therefore the average
chemical composition of the SL as can be seenfrom
Aeo = - k, (~1) - k,, (q, )t
(10)
where the angular bracket means an average over the SL
period and the quantities in the angular brackets are the perpendicular and parallel mismatchesof the SL layers relative
to the substrate lattice. Considering the peak shift effect, a
detailed fitting analysis of the experimental data is necessary
to obtain more accurate information on the layer composition and mismatch using either the dynamical theory or the
ABC kinematical model. As for the SL period thickness, the
C. R. Wie and H. M. Kim
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angular separation between higher-order SL peaks (i.e., not
including the zeroth-order peak) will yield more accurate
information becausetheir positions are not affected by the
peak shift effect which occurs in the zeroth-order peak.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a kinematical x-ray-diffraction
model with a new boundary condition. The new boundary
condition employs the dynamical complex amplitude instead of the dynamical intensity of the substrate. Using this
boundary condition, we have shown that the kinematical
diffraction model can properly simulate the peak shift effect
in the Bragg-peak profile of a single epitaxial layer sample
and in the zeroth-order SL peak. The kinematical models
(both ABC and IBC) can be used to analyze the interference
profile in the C-layer Bragg peak of the C/A /C/sub-type
samples, but not in the B-layer Bragg peak of the B /A /Btype samples where the A layer is a strained pseudomorphic
layer. This is becausethe two layers (one of which can be the
substrate) that produce the Bragg peak in which the interference profile is formed must both have either the dynamical expression or the kinematical expression. In the kinematical model (whether ABC or IBC), however, the substrate
is from the dynamical theory whereas the layers are from the

kinematical model. With the use of the new boundary condition, the kinematical model can be safely used for the simulation study of rocking curves of most of the thin layer samples. We have also presenteda matrix method of superlattice
rocking curve calculation using the dynamical theory. The
matrix method was found to be more efficient than the recursive formula approach for a large period SL and for investigating the interfacial layer effect in the rocking curves.
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APPENDIX

A useful solution to the Takagi-Taupin equation is given by a ratio of the diffracted displacement field (D, ) to the
incident displacement field (Do ) as a function of depth into
the crystal (z),”

X(z) =D, Wm/Do

Mm,

(Al)

where y. and yH are the direction cosinesof the incident and
diffracted wave vectors with respect to the inward surface
normal. In the Bragg case, an analytic solution is given by

J
X(2,) =

$X(zj-,)

+i[Bj

q-i[Cj

+CjX(zj_,)]tan[SjAj(zj-hi_,)]

+BjX(Zj-,)]tan[SjAj(zj

(A21

’

-z~-,)]

I
wherej is the layer number, numbered upward from the
substrate (the substrate isj = 0), and zj is the depth at the
top surface of thejth layer, measured from the sample surface (see Fig. 6). This formula applies to the a-state polarization only. For the r-state polarization, corresponding results can be obtained by everywhere replacing FH by
FH cos 28,. 3’ Other parameters in Eq. (A2) are defined as
follows:
B = - F,/F;,

A = h,F;/V,/m,
c=

y+ig,

s=p-=F,

Y=

- [(l+

g=

- (1 $ b)F;/2F$,h.

E* and E,, are the plane-normal and in-plane lattice mismatches, respectively, given by

El1= (a,, - a,)/a,,
E, = (a, - a,)/&,
p is the angle between the reflecting lattice plane and the
sample surface, Fo,H = F&H + iF;,H is the structure factor
for the incident (0) and diffracted (H) waves, 8 + p is the
grazing angle of incidence, r, is the classical electron radius,
Vis the unit-cell volume, il is the x-ray wavelength, Q, and a,,
are the layer lattice constants normal and parallel to the interface, respectively, and a, is the substrate lattice constant.

b)F;, + (~V//Z-*r,)ba,]/21F~I~,

i=N

II

and
Here, a,, is a measure of the angular deviation from the
Bragg angle,
a H=
-2(0-6’8,)sin20,
-2(k,e,
+k,,~,,)sin20,,
where 8, is the substrate Bragg angle, b is the ratio of direction cosines given by
b =

khH

1,

k, and k,, are geometrical factors, respectively given by
k, = cos p tan 8, - sin q cos p,
k,, = sin p tan 8, + sin p cos cp,
6411
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FIG. 6. Sample schematics showing
the convention for layer number and
depth.
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